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Lesson XIV: distributed generation systems
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Centralized Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (1/5)

Electricity mainly produced by large generation facilities.
Electricity transferred, though long transmission and distribution grids, to
the end consumers.
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Centralized Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (2/5)
Centralized paradigm development was driven by several factors:
Economy of scale: generation cost reduced by the easy increase of turbine
size (especially steam turbines).
Efficiency maximization: traditional large facilities shows better
performance in terms of efficiency than small size plants.
Electricity transmission performance: AC allows to transmit electricity
over long distances with a significant loss reduction in comparison with DC.
Reliability: large generation facility connected to the electrical grid shows
good reliability performance since in case of failures other generators were
often able to compensate for the loss.
Environmental issues: generation facilities located outside city centres.
One-way energy transmission: more simple and low cost grid interfaces.
Generation based on historical data: this aspect allows simple and low cost
energy management techniques.
Regulation aspects in favour of larger generation facilities: monopolistic
markets driven by policy and governments.
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Centralized Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (3/5)
The main aspects related to centralized drawbacks are (1/2):
Transmission and distribution costs: the 30% of the cost related to
delivered electricity is, on average, due to this aspect.
Line and conversion losses: about the 6% of produced energy is lost in
lines and conversion devices affecting costs and emissions.
Rural electrification: large capital costs required to connect remote areas
due to the distance to be covered through overhead lines and Energy losses.
Investments in transmission and distribution grid: the International Energy
Agency (2003) estimated a total amount of 3,000-3,500 billion dollars to be
invested in generation, transmission and distribution up to 2030 for the
OECD countries.
Energy efficiency: in the 1960s, the marginal gains in energy efficiency
through size increase and use of higher temperature and pressure started to
decrease. Now significant fuel saving possible with co-generation.
Security and reliability: distributed generation can contribute to energy
security through fuel diversification aspects (e.g. biogas).
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Centralized Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (4/5)
The main aspects related to centralized drawbacks are (2/2):
Electricity deregulation: in a deregulated electricity market, the decrease
of reserve margins or the failure of generators can lead to capacity shortfalls.
Large electricity consumers can develop acquired distributed generation
capacities to avoid these problems.
Environmental impact: distributed generation may be used to mitigate the
impact both in terms of emissions associated with transmission and
distribution losses, to increase efficiency through cogeneration and
distributed renewable energy.
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Centralized Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (5/5)
Transmission and distribution losses in the U.S.
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Distributed Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (1/4)
EU directives for market deregulation: Directive 96/92/EC and 98/30/EC.
Integration of EU directives with National legislations.
Driver for distributed generation rebirth: environment constraints.
Through distributed generation approaches it is possible to operate
combined heat and power generation approaches and using alternative fuels.
Innovative aspects
Local electrical grids
Small size power plants
Two ways transmission
Thermal energy generation
Traditional aspects
Large size plants still present
Central electrical grid still
present (but equipped with new
aspects: e.g. different layout)
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Distributed Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (2/4)
Technical improvements necessary for distributed generation :
Capacity: distributed generators can significantly impact the amount of
power to be handled by the equipment (reinforcement work is necessary).
The transformer will have to be able to handle reverse power flows.
Voltage: generators connected to the distribution network tend to increase
the network voltage (usually positive aspect). So, it is necessary to underline
that (above a certain threshold) adding distributed generators might
negatively impact the grid by increasing voltage above the specifications.
Protection: additional protection systems are required to avoid internal
faults, defective distributed network and islanding risks.
Voltage and current transients: transient abnormal voltage or current
oscillation are possible when generators are switched on or off.
Transmission and distribution losses: recent research showed that above a
threshold losses related to transmission and distribution increase again.
Ancillary services: today - ancillary services provided by centralized
generators. With distributed generation - larger share of these services.
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Distributed Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (3/4)
Distributed generation is still negatively impacted by the lack or the
inappropriateness of regulation. The main issues are (1/2):
Network tariffs: distributed generators have to pay to the distribution
network operator charges (physical costs for connection and use-of-thesystem charges).
Planning: distribution network operators (regulated by monopolies) are
often paid on a cost plus of rate of return basis. No interest in favouring
distributed generation (they do not benefit from this new approach).
Incremental distribution costs: reinforcement work needs to be carried out
for distributed generation. This additional distribution costs is usually not
accounted for in the current compensation of network operators.
Energy losses: in some countries the grid operator pays for the loss
avoidance to the distributed generators. So, the network operator has a
financial gain in letting distributed generators enter the market and reduce
this amount of losses. However, when both, though legally independent from
one to the other the operator might not favour the distributed generators.
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Distributed Energy Production-Distribution
Paradigm (4/4)
Distributed generation is still negatively impacted by the lack or the
inappropriateness of regulation. The main issues are (2/2):
Ancillary services: these services (for instance voltage regulation) are not
a source of money for distributed generators under the current regulation.
Regulatory change have to consider this aspect.
Incentives for innovation: the replacement of traditional grids by “smart”
grids is a necessary for a large development of distributed generation. The
results of the regulatory incentives given for innovation are mixed.
Unbundling activities: the operator’s independence from centralized
generators is essential for distributed generation. However, legal
independence is not enough to avoid that network operators will operate for
centralized generator business.
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Technology for Distributed Generation (1/3)
Internal Combustion Engines (ICE): these engines are a mature technology
and largely spread thanks to their low capital investment requirement, fast
start-up capabilities and high energy efficiency when combined with heat
recovery systems (some engines works with natural gas or biogas). These
engines perform, however, poorly in terms of noise, maintenance and
emissions (emission abatement systems are necessary).
Gas Turbines: gas turbines are widely used for electricity generation
thanks to the regulatory incentives induced to favor fuel diversification
towards natural gas and thanks to their low emission levels. In comparison
with ICE: smaller, lighter, more flexible, less pollutant, less noising, less
vibrating, less maintenance requested.
Microturbines: are built with the same characteristics than gas turbines but
with lower capacities (30 kW-1 MW) and higher operating speed.
Fuel cells: The fuel used is generally natural gas or hydrogen. Fuel cells
are a major field of research and significant effort is put in reducing capital
costs and increasing efficiency which are the two main drawback of this
technology.
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Technology for Distributed Generation (2/3)
Stirling Engines: these engines are based on two pistons moving inside
two cylinders coupled with a recuperator unit. It is an external combustion
machine with exchange from outside. Electrical efficiency is high (close to
40%) in small size units (tens of kW) but they are not reliable for problems
relater to recuperator that is working at high temperature condition.
Renewable sources: renewable technologies have been used as a way to
produce distributed energy. Renewable sources range from photovoltaic
technologies, wind energy, thermal energy (solar) etc. These sources qualify
as distributed generation only if they meet the criteria of the definition which
is not always the case. Distributed generation is therefore clearly distinct
from renewable energy. For example, offshore wind farms do not qualify as
distributed generation.
Other technology: for instance Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) to exploits
the benefits of steam power plants in small size conditions and at low
temperature too. The main problem of these cycle is related to toxicity and
pollution related to the working fluid. Another technology is related to
geothermal plants.
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Technology for Distributed Generation (3/3)
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Piping Layouts (1/7)
Central vessel layout (1/2):
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Piping Layouts (2/7)
Central vessel layout (2/2):
Advantages:
layout simplicity (especially in small grids – low distances)
complete separation between generator flows and user’s flow
Disadvantages:
not feasible for large size districts
connection with central vessel is problematic if many coils

Usually this configuration is not used in districts (may be good just for small
systems: e.g. solar panels and an user)
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Piping Layouts (3/7)
One ring layout (1/2):
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Piping Layouts (4/7)
One ring layout (2/2):
Advantages:
a cheap approach to avoid the central vessel configuration
it is possible to increase connection distances
storage system is quite simple because it is connected to the ring with
the same layout considered for users (no coils)
Disadvantages:
not available for very large size districts
temperature controlling of ring water may have to face technological
difficulties (if during some operative conditions the ring is connected to
several subsequent generators (or several subsequent users), ring
temperature may be inside a design range value (e.g. design temperature
±5°C) only with very high mass flow rate values. This implies large size
(and expensive) pipes and pumps to be installed for the ring)
lack of complete separation between generator flows and water flows
delivered to users
Usually this configuration may be used just in small districts
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Piping Layouts (5/7)
Two ring layout (1/2):
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Piping Layouts (6/7)
Two ring layout (2/3):

Generator

Storage

Heating
system

To the hot ring

From the cold ring
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Piping Layouts (7/7)
Two ring layout (3/3):
Advantages:
this configuration allows to guarantee the same temperature values for
all the buildings
it is not necessary to use expensive pumps
a cheap solution for large size distribution grids because large mass
flow rates are not required
Disadvantages:
lack of complete separation between generator flows and water flows
delivered to users
Usually this configuration may be the best for general large districts
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Thermal Storage (1/2)
Storage technology:
Storage vessel (thermal insulation):
Sensible heat
Latent heat (phase change)
Thermo-active foundation:
New materials based on carbon are under analysis
Thermo-chemical storage (long-term storage):
Modified powders, suspensions and porous beads will be suited for
large scale applications as in districts. The powders are based on a well
conducting nano-structured carrier material, impregnated with hydrated
salt up to 85%. The suspensions are based on agglomerates of hydrated
salt in a homogeneous organic liquid (the salt content is up to 95%). For
the porous beads several kind of known adsorption solids come into
question, especially hydrated salts, zeolites and silicates are interesting.
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Thermal Storage (2/2)
Storage example (storage vessels for water):
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Distributed Generation: Perspectives
Distributed generation penetration:
California: 2.5% (only small size), 17% including large size (~20 MW) cogeneration plants.
Additional 20-25% of additional capacity is estimated to be built up to
2030 for distributed generation.
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